


 IFRS 15 will be effective for IFRS reporters of the 
first interim period within annual reporting periods 
beginning on or after 1st January 2017  and allow 
early adoption. 

 
 The new standard will be effective for US GAAP 

reporters for the first interim period within annual 
reporting periods beginning after 15 December 2016 
for public entities and after 15 December 2017 for 
non public entities with no early adoption permitted. 
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 As per Draft Notification of  Ministry of 
Corporate Affairs dated 16th February , 2016 

  
 Indian Accounting Standard (Ind AS) 115, 

Revenue from Contracts with Customers, 
included in the Annexure to the Companies 
(Indian Accounting Standards) Rules 2015, 
shall come into force from accounting periods 
commencing on or after 1st April, 2018.  
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 Until the aforesaid Ind AS comes into force, 
the following Indian Accounting Standards 
(Ind AS) are applicable for the concerned 
periods:  

 
(i)Indian Accounting Standard (Ind AS) 11, 

Construction Contacts.  
  
(ii)Indian Accounting Standard (Ind AS) 18,  

Revenue. 
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IND AS 115 –Going to replace following standards:- 
 

1.Ind AS 11/ IAS 11- Construction Contracts 
 

2.Ind AS 18/ IAS 18- Revenue 
 

3.Appendix B (Ind AS 18) / IFRIC 13-Customer Loyalty Programme 
 

4.Appendix A (Ind AS 18 ) /SIC 31-Revenue- Barter Transactions involving 
advertising services. 
 

5.Appendix C (Ind AS 18)/ IFRIC 18-Transfer of Assets from Customers 
 
6. IFRIC 15/(Not issued in India)-Agreement for constructions of Real 

Estate. 
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 The core principle of  IND AS 115 is that revenue is 
recognized to depict the transfer of promised goods or 
services to customers in an amount that reflects the 
consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled 
in exchange for those goods or services . 

  
 IFRS 15  follows a completely   different model 

compared to IAS 18 , which is based on recognizing 
revenue as risks and rewards of underlying goods and 
services are transferred. Thus there are too many 
differences between IFRS 15 and IAS 18. 
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An entity shall apply this Standard to all contracts with customers, except the 
following: 
 
(a) Ind AS 17,Leases; 
 
(b) Insurance contracts within the scope of Ind AS 104, Insurance Contracts; 
 
( c) financial instruments and other contractual rights or obligations within the 

scope of Ind AS 109, Financial Instruments, Ind AS 110, Consolidated 
Financial Statements, Ind AS 111, Joint Arrangements, Ind AS 27, 
Separate Financial Statements and Ind AS 28, Investments in Associates 
and Joints Ventures; and 

 
(d) non- monetary exchanges between entities in the same line of business to 

facilitate sales to customers or potential customers  example, this Standard 
would not apply to a contract between two oil companies that agree to an 
exchange of oil to fulfill demand from their customers in different 
specified  locations on a timely basis.  
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Ind  AS 18 & Ind AS 11 Ind  AS 115 
Separate models for : 
•Construction contracts 
•Goods 
•Services 

Single model for performance 
obligations: 
•Satisfied over time 
•Satisfied at a point in time 

Focus on risk and rewards Focus on control 

Limited guidance on  
•Multiple element arrangements 
•Variable consideration 
•Licences 
 

More guidence : 
Seperating elements , allocating 
the transaction price, variable 
consideration,licences, options, 
repurchase arrangements and so 
on…. 
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 IND AS 115 essentially entails five broad steps to account for 
revenue: 

  
 Identify the contract(S) with a customer; 
  
 Identify the separate performance obligations in the contract; 
  
 Determine the transaction price; 
  
 Allocate the transaction price to the separate performance 

obligations; 
  
 Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a  

performance obligation. 
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The five steps above 
a) Needs Significant judgement to apply 
b) Most entities should expect some level of 

change from current practice. 
c) A change of mindset about revenue 

recognition might be needed to migrate from 
an evaluation of “ Risk and rewards” under 
existing guidance to an evaluation of 
“transfer of control” under the new 
standard. 
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An agreement between two or more parties 
which creates enforceable rights and obligations: 
 
No contract unless customer has committed 
 
“ It is probable that the entity will collect the 
consideration to which it will be entitled” 
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Combine two or more contracts with the same 
customer when: 
 negotiated as a package with a single 
commercial objective; 
Amount of consideration to be paid in one 
contract depends on the price or performance of 
the other contract; or 
Goods or services promised in the contrancts 
are a single performance obligation 
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The attributes of a contract that must be present: 
a) The parties to the contract have approved the 

contract (in writing , orally or in accordance 
with other customary business practices) and are 
committed to perform their respective 
obligations. 

b) The entity can identify rights regarding 
goods/services to be transferred; 

c) The entity can identify payment terms for 
goods/services to be transferred; 
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d) The contract has commercial substance (i.e. the 
risk, timing or amount of entity’s future cash 
flows is expected to change as a result of the 
contract); and 

e) It is probable that the entity will collect the 
consideration to which it will be entitled in 
exchange for the goods or services that will be 
transferred to the customer. 
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One of the criteria to determine whether a contract 
exists is about the customer’s ability to pay. 
 
This means that there is no contract if there is 
significant doubt about whether the customer will 
pay the amount to which the entity is entitled. 
 
Once a contract exists and revenue is recognised, 
any subsequent impairment of receivables as a 
result of the customer defaults is recognised in 
accordance with the guidance for financial asset 
impairment. 
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 Performance obligations are promises to transfer 
goods or services to a customer that are: 
 Explicit 
Implicit, or  
Arise from customary business practices 

 
 Identifying performance obligations is critical to 

measurement and timing of recognition. 
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 Performance obligations need not be 
explicitly stated in the contract but include 
implied promises arising out of entity’s 
business practice or published policies that 
create a valid expectation in the mind of the 
customer. Performance obligations include 
activities that transfer goods or services to a 
customer. 
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 Once a contract has been identified , an entity 
will need to evaluate the terms and customary 
business practices to identify which promised 
goods or services , or a bundle of  promised 
goods or services , should be accounted for as 
separate performance obligations. 
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 Probability weighted or best estimate 
 More specific guidance covering : 
 time value of money 
 constraint on variable consideration 
 non-cash consideration 
consideration paybale to customers: 

reduction to transaction price unless for a 
distinct good or service. 
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 Adjust consideration, if there is a significant financing 
component: 
Optional if period between payment and performance less than year 
 Captures advance payments 

 
 Consider: 
 difference between consideration and the cash selling price , and  
  then combined effect of both: 

 time between transfer of goods/services and customer payment 
    the prevailing interest rates in the relevant market 
 

 Specific  examples of when there is no significant financing component 
  e.g. transfer at customers discretion ( customer loyalty programmes) 
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Companies might contract to provide goods or 
services for consideration that is variable upon 
certain future events. Variable consideration may 
be explicit in the contract or may implicitly arise 
as a result of customary practices or stated 
policies that create a valid expectation in the 
mind of the customer. 
 
E.g. Performance bonuses , discounts , rebates , 
prices concessions , refunds and penalties. 
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Under current Ind AS 18 and AS 9 these 
revenues are generally recognised when the 
contigencies no longer exist. Under IND 
AS 15, either a probability-weighted 
expected value or the most likely amount, 
whichever better predicts the amount of 
consideration to which the entity will be 
entitled is used. 
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KEY EFFECTS 

 
Must recognise ‘minimum amount’ that is 
highly probable of not reversing  
 
Reassessed at the end of each reporting period 
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To determine transaction price , non-cash 
consideration is measured at fair value . 
 
If  an entity cannot reasonably estimate the fair 
value , the entity shall measure the consideration 
indirectly by reference to the stand-alone selling 
price of the goods or services promised to the 
customer (or class of customer) in exchange for the 
consideration. 
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 When allocating the transaction price : 
 An entity needs to allocate the transaction 

price to each performance obligation (or 
distinct good or service) in an amount that 
depicts the amount of consideration to which 
the entity expects to be entitled in exchange 
for transferring the promised goods or services 
to the customer.  
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 To meet the allocation objective , an 

entity shall allocate the transaction 
price to each performance obligation 
identified in the contract on a relative 
stand-alone selling price basis. 
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 In most instances , an entity will be able to    

make estimates of stand-alone selling prices that 
represent management’s best estimate considering 
observable inputs. However , it could be more 
difficult if goods or services are not sold 
independently by the entity or others. 
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 Guidance applies to each separate performance 
obligation : 
 First , evaluate if performance obligation satisfied 

‘over time’ 
 Recognise revenue based on the pattern of transfer to the 

customer 
▪ If not point in time 

 recognise revenue when control transfers 
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Revenue that is allocated to performance obligations 
satisfied at a point in time will be recognised when 
control of the good or service underlying the 
performance obligation has transferred. 
 
If the performance obligation is satisfied over time , 
the revenue allocated to that performance obligation 
is satisfied , using a single method that best depicts 
the pattern of the transfer of control over time . 
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 A performance obligation is satisfied at a point in time unless it 
meets one of the following criteria, in which case , it is satisfied 
over time: 
 

 The customer simultaneously receives and consumes the 
benefits provided by the entity’s performance as the entity 
performs. 
 

 The entity’s performance creates or enhances an asset that the 
customer controls as the asset is created or enhanced. 
 

 The entity’s performance does not create an asset with an 
alternative use to the entity and the entity has an enforceable 
right to payment for performance completed to date. 
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X enters into 12 month telecom plan with Airtel. The 
terms of plan are as follows: 
 X monthly fixed fee is  Rs.5000 
 X receives a free handset at the inception of the plan. 
 
Airtel sells the same handsets for Rs.25,000 and the 
same monthly prepayment plans without handset for 
Rs.4000 month. 
 
How should Airtel recognise the revenues from this 
plan in line with Ind AS 18 and Ind AS 115? 
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 Revenue under Ind AS 18 
 No guidance on how to identify these 

components & how to allocate sale price 
 Revenue under Ind AS 115 
1. Identify the contract first (Step1) 
2. Identify all performance obligations (Step 2) 

being a) Delivery of handset & b) service 
3. The transaction price (step 3) is Rs.60,000 

being 5,000 * 12 months 
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4.Allocate that transaction price of  Rs.60,000 to 
individual performance obligations (Step4) 

 
 
 
 
 
5. Step 5 is to recognise the revenue when Airtel 

satisfies the performance obligations. 
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Performance 
obligation 

Stand-alone 
Selling price 

%  on total Revenue (relative selling 
price= 60,000*%) 

Handset 25,000 34% 20,500 

Network services 48,000(=4000*12) 66% 39,500 

Total 73,000 100% 60,000 



What’s the Impact of the Ind AS 115 
 
The biggest impact of the new standard is that the 
companies will report profits in a different way and 
profit reporting patterns will change. 
 
In telecom example , Airtel may report loss in the 
beginning of the contract and then steady profits under 
Ind AS 18 , because they recognise the revenue in line 
with the invoicing to customers. 
 
Under Ind AS 115 , Airtel reported profits are the same in 
total , but their pattern over time is different. 
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 Customer options to acquire additional goods or services for 
free or at a discount come in many forms, including sales 
incentives ,customer award credits (or points) , contract 
renewal options or other discounts on future goods or 
services. 

  
 If , in a contract , an entity grants a customer the option to 

acquire additional goods or services , that option gives rise to 
a performance obligation in the contract only  if the option 
provides a material right to the customer that it would not 
receive without entering into that contract. 
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For Example: 
 
A material right exists , if a customer is entitled 
to a 10% discount on future purchases on 
purchasing 1,00,000 units of a product . If 
however , other customers are also allowed 10%  
discount without purchase of  1,00,000 units of a 
product , then the discount would not be a 
material right. 
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An entity should allocate the transaction price to 
performance obligations on a relative stand-alone selling 
price basis. 
If the stand-alone selling price for a customer’s option to 
acquire additional goods or services is not directly 
observable , an entity shall estimate it. 
That estimate shall reflect the discount that the customer 
would obtain when exercising the option, adjusted both of 
the following: 
Any discount that the customer could receive without 
exercising the option; and 
The likelihood that the option will be exercised. 
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 Example: 
 

 Retailer has a customer loyalty programme. A customer is rewarded 
with 10 loyalty points for every Rs.100 of purchases. Each point is 
redeemable at Rs.1 each on any future purchase of the Retailer’s 
products within 3 years. During a reporting period,  customers 
purchase products for Rs. 2,00,000 and earn 20,000 points. The 
standalone selling price of the purchased products is Rs.2,00,000. 

 
 Retailer expects 19,000 points to be redeemed. Retailer estimates a 

stand-alone selling price of  Rs.0.95 per point (totalling Rs.19,000) 
on the basis of an estimate of the redemption. 

  
 Thus the loyalty points are valued to reflect the discount the 

customer would obtain in the future and the likelihood of breakage 
in the loyalty points. 
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The points provide a material right to customers only on 
entering into a contract.  
 
Consequently , the points are a separate performance 
obligation.  
 
Retailer allocates the transaction price (Rs.2,00,000) to the 
product and the points on a relative stand-alone selling 
price basis as follows: 
Product   1,82,648 [Rs.2,00,000*(Rs.2,00,000/2,19,000)] 
Points         17,352[Rs. 2,00,000*(Rs.  19,000/2,19,0000] 
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 At the end of the first reporting period , 9000 points 
have been redeemed .Retailer continues to expect 
19,000 points to be redeemed in total. Retailer 
recognises revenue for the loyalty points of Rs.8,220 
[(9,000 points / 19,000points )*Rs.17,352].Retailer 
recognises total revenue of Rs.1,90,868 . 

  
 However it has received consideration of 

Rs.2,00,000 , it therefore recognise a contract 
liability of Rs.9,132 for the unredeemed points at the 
end of the first reporting period. 
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At the end of the second reporting period , 17,000 points 
have been redeemed cumulatively. Retailer updates its 
estimate of the points that will be redeemed .  
It now expects that 19,400 points will be redeemed . 
Retailer recognises revenue for the loyalty ponts of 
Rs.6,986     {[(17,000 total points redeemed /19,400 total 
points expected to be redeemed) * Rs.17,352 initial 
allocation]- 8,220 recognised in the first reporting period}. 
  
The contract liability balance is Rs.2,146 (Rs.17,352 initial 
allocation – Rs. 15,206 of cumulative revenue recognised). 
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 At the end of the third reporting 
period , only 1000 points are 
redeemed , and the remaining 1400 
points expire . Retailer will recognise 
the balance revenue of Rs.2,146 by 
releasing the entire contract liability. 
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THANK  YOU 
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